Stewards' Report

Meeting held at Cannington on Wednesday, 18 December 2019

WEATHER: Fine TRACK: Good KENNEL TEMPERATURE: 18 Degrees
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 6.00pm
Stewards: Mr C Martins, Mr G O'Deqa, Mr M Pascoe
Veterinary Surgeons: Dr S Wu
Veterinary Assistant: Ms T Oxenham
Lure Driver: Mr M Frampton

REDECLARATION OF WEIGHTS: Race 11 COMPLETE TRUST (30.0kgs)
SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:
Injury: Race 1 VANESSA KEEPING (18/12), Race 8 NAT'S THE BOSS (18/12)
SAMPLES TAKEN: Race 3 STEVE MONELLI, Race 5 PURE BLING, Race 7 COCOON

STEWARDS ADVICE:
All races tonight were conducted with the finish on lure system.

Race 1 - Mixed 5/6/Country/275 - Mixed 5/6 - 6:43 PM
(275M): QUARA'S BETH, WHAT A QUESTION & FARMOR IMAGE began quickly. BERGKAMP & WILD PICKLE began slowly. BERGKAMP & WILD PICKLE collided soon after the start. YUNDERUP SNOW & FARMOR IMAGE collided soon after the start. BONASERA checked off the heels of WHAT A QUESTION and collided with FARMOR IMAGE on the first turn. BERGKAMP galloped on the heels of FARMOR IMAGE on the first turn, BERGKAMP & FARMOR IMAGE fell. TOMMY TURBO collided with the fallen FARMOR IMAGE on the first turn, TOMMY TURBO fell. YUNDERUP SNOW hurdled the fallen BERGKAMP on the first turn.

FARMOR IMAGE was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.
BERGKAMP was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.
TOMMY TURBO was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Race 2 - Maiden/Country/380 - Maiden - 7:02 PM
(380M): YELLOW JEWEL began quickly. COMPENSATION began slowly. CHAROS REWARD & BUSHMAN'S POPPY collided soon after the start. COMPENSATION checked off the heels of SIN CITY CASH soon after the start. BUSHMAN'S WATTLE & COMPENSATION collided on the first turn, BUSHMAN'S WATTLE lost ground. COMPENSATION checked off the heels of BUSHMAN'S POPPY on the first turn. CHAROS REWARD raced wide on the first turn and in the back straight. BUSHMAN'S WATTLE & COMPENSATION collided on the second turn, BUSHMAN'S WATTLE lost ground. YELLOW JEWEL & BUSHMAN'S POPPY collided on the second turn, YELLOW JEWEL lost ground. SHE'S A WILDLING & CHAROS REWARD collided on the second turn, SHE'S A WILDLING lost ground. COMPENSATION checked off the heels of YELLOW JEWEL approaching the home turn. BUSHMAN'S POPPY checked off the heels of STARRY approaching the home turn. SHE'S A WILDLING & STARRY collided on the home turn.

A post race veterinary examination revealed BUSHMAN'S WATTLE has a right hindleg - pectineus/adductor (groin) injury and has been stood down for 7 days.

Race 3 - Maiden/City/520 - Maiden - 7:25 PM
(520M): KIRRA MONELLI began quickly. BENTLEY MONELLI checked off the heels of KIRRA MONELLI and collided with VIRGINIA GUNDI soon after the start. TRANSPIRE & VIRGINIA GUNDI collided soon after the start. KIRRA MONELLI checked off the heels of SANDMAN MONELLI on the second turn. ULTRA PERFORMER & VIRGINIA GUNDI collided on the second turn. TRANSPIRE checked off the heels of KIRRA MONELLI on the second turn. KIRRA MONELLI & BENTLEY MONELLI collided on the third turn. TRANSPIRE & VIRGINIA GUNDI collided approaching the home turn, VIRGINIA GUNDI stumbled and lost ground.

Race 4 - Novice/Country/380 - Novice - 7:42 PM
JUST A MAV, MOLFETTA GIRL & HE'S THE BOSS began quickly. BE THE BOSS began slowly. TALKING TOMMY & JIMMY JUNIOR collided soon after the start. JUST A MAV & BE THE BOSS collided on the first turn. MOLFETTA GIRL checked off the heels of HE'S THE BOSS and collided with TALKING TOMMY on the first turn, TALKING TOMMY lost ground. HE'S THE BOSS & JIMMY JUNIOR collided in the back straight. JUST A MAV, HE'S THE BOSS & JIMMY JUNIOR collided on the second turn. TALKING TOMMY checked off the heels of JUST A MAV approaching the home turn. CHAROS HOPE raced wide on the home turn. BE THE BOSS & MOLFETTA GIRL collided in the home straight.

Race 5 - Mixed 4/5/Provincial/520 - Mixed 4/5 - 7:57 PM
MERMAID MONELLI & WEST ON TINY began quickly. WEST ON JACK, WAGTAIL CUMIN & PURE BLING began slowly. WEST ON POPPY crossed to inside rail and collided with ZAMAZAN soon after the start. WEST ON JACK & WEST ON POPPY collided soon after the start. ZAMAZAN & WEST ON POPPY collided several times on the first turn. WEST ON JACK raced wide in the back straight. WEST ON POPPY checked off the heels of WAGTAIL CUMIN on the third turn. WAGTAIL CUMIN & WEST ON POPPY collided approaching the home turn. ZAMAZAN & WEST ON JACK collided on the home turn.

A post race veterinary examination revealed LEGEND SEEKER has a right foreleg - flexor tendon injury and has been stood down for 14 days.

Race 6 - Free For All (s)/Country/380 - Free For All (s) - 8:19 PM
ZOOM TUX began quickly. UNO LOZZA began slowly. LEGEND SEEKER, SNAZZY WHOMPO, HELLO I'M DOM & TANOAN CREEK collided soon after the start, HELLO I'M DOM lost ground. HELLO I'M DOM checked off the heels of SNAZZY WHOMPO on the first turn. LEGEND SEEKER checked off the heels of SNAZZY WHOMPO on the second turn, LEGEND SEEKER lost ground. HELLO I'M DOM checked off the heels of TANOAN CREEK approaching the home turn. SNAZZY WHOMPO checked off the heels of UNO LOZZA approaching the home turn. TANOAN CREEK checked off the heels of ZOOM TUX in the home straight. LEGEND SEEKER tailed off due to injury in the home straight.

OUTLAW GENIUS shifted out on the home turn.

A post race veterinary examination revealed LEGEND SEEKER has a right foreleg - flexor tendon injury and has been stood down for 14 days.

Race 7 - Grade 5/Country/380 - Grade 5 - 8:37 PM
COCOON & MOMENT TO TWELVE began quickly. MISS MINI MION & OUTLAW GENIUS began slowly. OUTLAW GENIUS & EM'S LIL GEM collided soon after the start. SHINBONER GLORY & MISS MINI MION collided soon after the start. MISS MINI MION & OUTLAW GENIUS collided soon after the start. EM'S LIL GEM & HELLO I'M GISELE collided on the first turn. COCOON & MOMENT TO TWELVE collided on the first turn. MISS MINI MION & EM'S LIL GEM collided in the back straight. EM'S LIL GEM checked off the heels of HELLO I'M GISELE in the back straight. SHINBONER GLORY & EM'S LIL GEM raced wide in the back straight. OUTLAW GENIUS checked off the heels of MISS MINI MION on the second turn. EM'S LIL GEM checked off the heels of OUTLAW GENIUS approaching the home turn. OUTLAW GENIUS shifted out on the home turn.

CHIMERA MONELLI was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Race 8 - Novice/City/520 - Novice - 8:52 PM
PIXIE MONELLI began quickly. REDCAP MONELLI & CHIMERA MONELLI began slowly. REDCAP MONELLI & CHIMERA MONELLI collided soon after the start and on the first turn. ZACK MONELLI & MERCEDES MONELLI collided on the first turn. REDCAP MONELLI galloped on the heels of MERCEDES MONELLI on the first turn. CHIMERA MONELLI galloped on the heels of ZACK MONELLI on the first turn. CHIMERA MONELLI shifted out and collided with REDCAP MONELLI on the first turn, CHIMERA MONELLI fell. ZACK MONELLI checked off the heels of MERCEDES MONELLI at the catching pen and on the third turn. REDCAP MONELLI checked off the heels of ZACK MONELLI approaching the home turn.

CHIMERA MONELLI was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Race 9 - Mixed 5/6/Country/380 - Mixed 5/6 - 9:07 PM
DANA HAMMY & JONCRAIGLE began quickly. SHIFTY ACE began slowly. JONCRAIGLE & MISS SCHMICK collided soon after the start. NINETYMILE TURBO & PLAIN CRACKER collided on the first turn. TITANIUM BOLT & MISS SCHMICK collided in the back straight. TITANIUM BOLT, MISS SCHMICK & NINETYMILE TURBO collided on the second turn. PLAIN CRACKER raced wide on the second turn. SHIFTY ACE checked off the heels of TITANIUM BOLT approaching the home turn.

Race 10 - Grade 6/Country/380 - Grade 6 - 9:27 PM
DISCOUNTER, SIZZLING SHANE & DAVID YELLOW began quickly. ZIPPING JULIET began slowly. MARVISTA & WINLOCK TWISTY collided soon after the start and collided on the first turn. FLYIN' RYAN checked off the heels of DAVID YELLOW on the first turn. ZIPPING JULIET checked off the heels of FLYIN' RYAN and collided with MARVISTA in the back straight. WINLOCK TWISTY faded in the back straight due to injury. DISCOUNTER & SIZZLING SHANE collided on the second turn. DISCOUNTER, FLYIN' RYAN & SIZZLING SHANE collided on the home turn. FLYIN' RYAN raced wide on the home turn.

A post race veterinary examination revealed WINLOCK TWISTY has a right hindleg - pectineus/adductor (groin) injury and a right hindleg - sartorius (pencil/whip) muscle injury and has been stood down for 10 days.

Race 11 - Novice/Country/275 - Novice - 9:52 PM

COMPLETE TRUST began slowly. KINGSBRAE MADAM & PANACEA collided soon after the start. COMPLETE TRUST & SHELBY LADS collided on the first turn. VICENSONI & BLUE JAY WAY collided on the first turn, BLUE JAY WAY fell. PANACEA & COMPLETE TRUST collided on the first turn. SHELBY LADS checked off the heels of VICENSONI approaching the home turn. WHY ZED & KINGSBRAE MADAM collided on the home turn.

BLUE JAY WAY was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

FINAL.